Uniform Guidance Steering Committee  
August 26, 2014, 10:00-11:30 am  
665 McNamara Alumni Center  

AGENDA  

DISCUSS  Data Samples for Dependent Care while Traveling – 200.474 (Tim Bray and Beth Tapp)  
DISCUSS  Data for $3K Bid and $25K Exempt Thresholds – 200.320 (Tim Bray)  
DISCUSS  Prior Approvals Matrix – 200.407 (Kevin Mc Koskey)  
DISCUSS  Clerical/Admin Effort Draft – 200.413 (Kevin Mc Koskey)  
DISCUSS  Follow up on other issues from 7/25 Critical Issues Discussion  
  • Post Award (Sue)  
  • Costing (Kevin/Seth)  
  • Purchasing (Tim)  
  • Property (Sarah)  
  • HR/Payroll/Effort (David/Gayle)  
  • Subaward (Pamela/Kevin)  
  • Conflict of Interest (Michele)  
DISCUSS  Action Plan for Critical Issues  
REVIEW  DRAFT Guidance to Campus (on Proposals) – Volume 1  
DISCUSS  Non-Critical Issues Discussion  
  • Post Award (Sue)  
  • Costing (Kevin/Seth)  
  • Purchasing (Tim)  
  • Property (Sarah)  
  • HR/Payroll/Effort (David/Gayle)  
  • Subaward (Pamela/Kevin)  
  • Conflict of Interest (Lynn)  

ACTION ITEMS FOR NEXT MTG  
  • Review OMB FAQs (to be released soon)  
  • Complete Work Group Tasks (to be outlined soon)  

NEXT MEETING  
September 23, 10:00 – 11:30 a.m., 665 McNamara